
Fall Session
November 6, 13, and 20 from 9-11:30am

Sessions are from 9-11:30 at Covington Latin School
Cost for the Fall Session is $135 and includes ALL materials.

Who We Are…….
ExploreMore! has been serving gifted students in the tri-state area for over 20 years. Our

program was created to meet the needs of students who love to learn and wish to go beyond

what is taught in the classroom. ExploreMore! courses are for students from K-12th grade. We

offer courses that are of high interest to our students in the areas of science, mathematics,

writing, visual arts, performing arts, and technology that offer a learning culture where

like-minded students come together to share their passion.

What Makes ExploreMore! Di�erent……
We are student focused and bring classes that are based on input from our families to best meet

their needs. Our environment values creativity, diversity, and experimentation and fosters this

through hands-on, outside of the box teaching methods. Our teachers are passionate about their

subject matter and work tirelessly to promote critical thinking and independent investigation.

What truly sets us apart is our focus on the whole child. Our families are invited to lectures by

world-renowned experts in gifted education. We want to be your resource for supporting,

enriching, and engaging your bright child.

Registrations can be made online at www.exploremoregifted.org
Registration Deadline is October 28, 2021. Click here to be directed immediately to our

registration portal.

www.exploremoregifted.org

#WeAreYourResource  #WeAreMore

https://exploremoregifted.wufoo.com/forms/zy42i261xv3kxf/


Grades K-3
Jedi Mind Tricks- A long time ago, in a galaxy far away, our teachers began watching

Star Wars. Now a new generation of Jedi emerge as new movies and stories are released.

Learn about the physics of space and the power of storytelling through everyone’s

favorite hero’s journey.

Architecture- Use Legos and paper to create new structures based on the Greek and

Gothic styles of architecture. Compete against classmates to build the tallest structure in

under two minutes. Which laws of buoyancy do you need to follow to make a boat float?

With all this building, you’ll wonder how you ever lived without knowing how to create

such feats.

Emoji Storytelling- Learn the parts of a story and create your own book with the

emoticons we all know and love. Throughout the three week course, you will go through

the process of creating a story while making your own world. At the end of your

introduction to creative writing, you will have the ability to identify emotions and tell a

pretty good story.

Chemical Candies- What happens when you combine sugar, water, and heat? A pretty

awesome chemistry experience! Our immersive experience features foods that you never

knew you could make with just a few simple ingredients. There is no better way to learn

the scientific method than to eat it. Besides, who doesn’t love candy?



Grades 4-6
STEM - Everyone’s favorite part of their day is their STEM class. And why wouldn’t it

be? STEM is an excellent way to get the mind moving and create new ways to solve

problems. Our challenges are like a work-out for your brain as you work collaboratively

and independently to fix everyday problems.

Mischief Managed- Enter a world of spells, goblins, and witchcraft as you solve

mysteries with Harry Potter and his friends. Some of these riddles require decoding or

potion making while others are based on knowledge of the magical world. Defeat Death

Eaters and He Who Must Not Be Named while learning all about problem solving.

Pinterest Interests- Take a test of your comfort zone while creating some awesome

crafts. Learn measurements and planning while learning about colors and materials.

Students will also learn how to sell products and create a business. So much crafting, so

little time.

Director’s Cut - Calling all actors, actresses, producers, and directors! ExploreMore!

has an open casting call for all roles in this new class. Whether you love to be in front of

the camera or behind it, you will love what this class is all about. Throughout these three

weeks, you will learn how to develop a script, act it out, and record it. This may just be

the beginning of a new career on stage!

Note: Students in this class will need to bring a phone, tablet, or other device they can

record video on.

Grades 7-9
This fall, our older students will have the opportunity to learn about how a business

works. From the day they register, students will take this course on the road with them

and begin to work on their best version of camp. What do they think will make

ExploreMore! even better? How can we accomplish our goals on a timeline? They will

spend time in the classroom as well as working alongside our directors and teachers as

they learn all about the business from a new perspective!


